








Mentis Silentium gg

1246, and used by Thomas of Celano in his Second Life of St. tt:olnais,
are doomed to failure. We believe that there is question of older mate-
rial, first transmitted orally, and possibly coniaminated by legends,
and the inclusion of events rut i.fr took place after the Iirst years of the
order. These were later put down in writing, perhaps by Brother Leo
himself, who was by that time elderly and incurably nostalgic for the
pristine ideals of the order." Consequently we must carefully check the
accuracy of the compiler's statements

But before we undertake a critique of this passage ftom the Compi-
lation of Perugia, we must establish its relationshif, to Seeond Celirc
18-19. As already mentioned, we must reject the theory advanced by
Sabatier, accordingto which Thomas of Celano condensed chapter bb of
the Miror of Perfection and deliberately omitted some important ele-
ments.ll It is more reasonable to assumethat the two accounts agree in
certain areas, because the two chroniclers utilized the same sources
which they knew either in written form (set down by the Three Com-
panions in 1246), or from personal e:iperience, or from oral tradition. It
would seem that Celano's text is the older of the two, and we must
reject the supposition that the Compilation of Perugio is nothing more
than a legendary amplification of the biographical narrative. ?he com-
piler must certainly have drawn on new material that the writer of the
Second.Lfe omitted for the sake of brevity and perhaps, in some
instances, because of internal problems affecting the order.

Apart from the different scope of the two writers, their divergence in
style is striking. In his first volume, Thomas of Celano writes of the
symbolic meaning of the name Portiuncula, as well as the chapel's role
as the spiritual center of the Franciscan Order, and the veneration
shown it by the holy father. In his second work, he describes the
austerity and regular observance practiced there by the friars. He
always writes and describes events from the viewpoint ofabiographer.
The compiler, on the contrary, after recounting the spmial devotion in
which Francis held the Marian chapel and his exhortation to the friars
to follow his example, places in the mouth of the dying Poverello a

10. O. Schmucki, "A Francisco legendarum ad Franciscum historicum. Quaestio
franciscana et vita S. Franeisci duplici opere illustratae," C.8" 38 (1968): 873-92;
idem, "Scripta Leonis, Bufini'et Angeli eociorum S. Francisci," CF 4l (lg7l):
L4147; G. Philippart, 'Les 6crits des compagaons de S. Frangois. Apergu de la
'Queotion franciseaine' des origines i nos jours,,, Anal Boll, S0 (19t2):148-66;
Th6ophile Desbonnets, O.F.M., '1,a L6gende des Trcis Compagnons. Nouvelles
recherches sur la g6n6alogie deo biographies primitives de s. Frangois,. AFH 65
(1972): 66-106; Jacques Cambell, O.f .M.,'frate Leone, compagno di s. Francesco,"
Fr.F| 39 (1972)t Ll-22; Sophronius Clasen, O.tr'.M., Die Dreigefdhrtentegend.e d.es hl.
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was allowed to enter. The rule of enclosure applied not only to women
but to all seculars, and eventually to friars who were not part of the
community at St. Mary of the Angels.

These regulations are confirmed by the Compilation of Perugia,
which furnishes additional details. While it makes no direct reference
to a limited number of personnel in the eomnnunit5r, the stipulation to
replace any friar who dies would appear to suppose it. It blames the
cooling of first fervor on the fact that, in the second generation, the
number of friars and faithful there greatly surpassed the quota, 'be-
cause it became a rendezvous for all the friars of the order and a
reception center for those seeking to be admitted.'tr The Portiuncula
was a favorite location for general chapters, and a motherhouse and
common novitiate especially for the Italian provinceb.u Francis found a
remedy to the problem when he rcserved membership in the religious
community to the decision of the minister pneral. It would be his
prerogative to select friars whom he considered qualified for this as-
signnoent. Perhaps he was aware of the baneful effects of large num-
bers of friars and other visitors when he decreed: 'T wish that no friar,
no matter who he may be, enter this place except the minister pneral
and those who wait on the friars."% He gives the reason for ttris strict
regulation: 'If I \ rish that no one enter this place, it is to enable the
friars to preserve their purity and their sanctity." The term purity is
not to be understood in the narrow sense ofsexual integrity, but rather
in the broader meaning given it in Francis's writinp and the biograph-
ical sources, that is to say, purity of heart, unselfishness, interior
simplicity and total abandonment to God.a Absolute solitude was in-
tended to safeguard the friars'contemplative vocation.

The enclosure did not prevent the friars from leaving the house.s
This is clear from a provision making them available to preach to the
peasants when necessary. We shall return to this point later on.
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Portiuncula, and became aware that the friars could, through useless
conversation, Iose the spiritual advantages they had gained by prayer.
He then drew up sanctions to combat the abuse.o' Thus, if any friar
knew that he spoke an idle word while at work or on ajourney, he was
obliged to confess his fault immediately before the others and recite one
Our Father, topther with the doxolory at the beginning and end of the
prayer either for himself, if he accused himself, or for the soul of the one
who called his attention to his fault.6a

At this point Celano breaks off, whereas the compiler furnishes
other details which can hardly be written off as mere legendary ap-
pendagps. Any friar who rejects correction and makes excuses must say
a double penance: one for the friar who coruected him and the other for
the witness who had confirmed the testimony of the former. He was to
recite the praises of the Lord aloud as a salutary act of self-humiliation
and as a warning to other members of the community, who were to
listen in silence. A friar who was aware of such a fault in another and
failed to admonish him was obliged to recite one Our Father and the
Praises of God for him.

We cannot simply dismiss the historicity of this account, even
though the quantitative aspect of the penance pictures Francis as
somewhat less evanplical and rnore influenced by the customs of his
time, especially as found in monastic communities. But taken in con-
junction with other biographical passages, it confirms once more the
great importance the Poverello attached to control of the tongue as a
means of fostering the spirit of prayer and the pursuit of evangelical
perfection.

St. Bonaventure discusses Second Celano L60, and quite typically
adds some ascetic and doctrinal considerations: 'T{e commanded his

they must. be quiet and liEten. A brother who is present at idle talk without
proteating it will be obliged to recite the Lord.b Pra.yer and the Proises of thz Lord.
for the guilty one."

63.SpPer 82. Sabatier (p, 245) gives further details on the circumstances of the
sanction: "At that time, in order to avoid idleness, .which is the root of all evils,
especially in religious, he ordained that each day aft,er their meal the friare should
join him in some kind of work, so that they should not lose in whole or in part the
benefits gained in time ofprayerby useless and idle conversation, to which rnen are
particularly prone after mealg."

64. It is difrcult to ascertainwhichProise of C,od Francis had in mind. We do not think
he meant L};le Laudes ad haras, as J. Cambell maintairs (I fiori, pp,404ff, n. 238).
See Kajetan Esser's stucly ("Die dem hl, Franziskus zugeschriebene E:r.positio in
Pater noster," CI 40 [1970]: 243, 268tr). We must point out, according to E*serng
study, that t}ire erpositio is not found joined to the Laudes in any manuscript. We
hold that Francis intended a very short doxolory, such as'?raisedbe the Lord God!"
(LP 34), This is all the more probable since IP (78) states after the account ofthe
sanctions: 'Every brother who meets one or more brothers in a cell, a house, or
elsewhere, will always be solicitous to praise and bless God."












































